For Immediate Release

EyeLock Iris Readers Work with InTouch® Time Clocks from UKG Kronos and ADP

NEW YORK, NY, USA – March 2, 2021 - EyeLock LLC, a leader of iris recognition-based identity authentication solutions, announced today that it has completed its testing and has certified that all its iris authentication devices seamlessly connect to and work with the InTouch® 9100 Series time clock system from UKG™ Kronos. This time clock is also sold through ADP as well. Because EyeLock’s family of biometric iris readers, which includes its NXT, EXT and iXT reader, have now been successfully tested and documented, this model will be recommended to EyeLock’s customer base.

Security conscience businesses that are familiar with iris biometric technology have a strong desire to connect Eyelock’s products to the most visible time clock brands such as Kronos and ADP. Currently, time clock manufacturers only allow user input from access cards, fingerprint, and facial recognition-based devices. With most of today’s businesses requiring employees to wear masks, time clocks that offer facial recognition are no longer meeting their requirements and time clocks requiring the use of a fingerprint reader are no longer being considered for hygienic reasons.

EyeLock also has a mature and proven embedded iris technology design team that can be leveraged into various verticals such as workforce management, banking, medical, gaming, point-of-sale and automotive. EyeLock is currently in discussions with two time clock manufactures that have an interest in using EyeLock’s embedded technology into their time clocks directly. This will provide the most accurate, hygienically safe and touchless biometric offerings to companies considering workforce management products from some for the most visible time clock manufactures in the world.

“Our proven ability to work seamlessly within a time clock system will provide greater market share for EyeLock and further position us as the biometric device of choice within the time and attendance industry. We will continue to test additional time clock brands and models to broaden our list of recommendations.” said Jeff Carter, CEO of EyeLock. He continued to add that “Our ultimate goal is to enter into a strategic partnership with a workforce management market leader that will embed our technology into one of more of their products. The time is right for the world to embrace iris recognition in the workforce management industry, pun intended”.

About EyeLock
EyeLock LLC, a subsidiary of VOXX International Corporation, (Nasdaq: VOXX) is an acknowledged leader in advanced iris authentication solutions, providing the highest level of security with EIS application software and EyeLock ID technologies. Because the iris contains much more unique identity information than any other biometric with the exception of DNA, it is the most accurate real-time human identifier. In addition, no two irises are alike, not even in identical twins, so
iris is most suitable for the highest security applications. The company’s significant IP portfolio, including more than 75 patents and another 30 still pending, enables the convenient and secure authentication of individuals across physical and logical environments. EyeLock’s solutions have been integrated and embedded across numerous consumer and enterprise products and platforms, eliminating the need for PINs and passwords. Many Fortune 500 corporations already benefit from the highest levels of security derived from EyeLock’s solutions, due in part to their extremely low false acceptance rate, ease of use, and scalability. For more information, please visit: eyelock.com.

About UKG™ (Kronos).
At UKG™, our purpose is people. Formed by two leaders in HR solutions, UKG combines the strength and innovation of Ultimate Software and Kronos®. Our love for all things HR and workforce management is matched only by our people-centered culture. Together, we’re committed to inspiring workforces and businesses around the world, helping to pave the way forward for our people, customers, and industry. To learn more about them, please visit UKG.com.

About VOXX International Corporation
VOXX International Corporation (NASDAQ: VOXX) has grown into a worldwide leader in many automotive and consumer electronics and accessories categories, as well as premium high-end audio. Today, VOXX International Corporation has an extensive distribution network that includes power retailers, mass merchandisers, 12-volt specialists and most of the world's leading automotive manufacturers. The Company has an international footprint in Europe, Asia, Mexico, South America, and a growing portfolio, which now comprises over 30 trusted brands. Among the key domestic brands are Klipsch®, RCA®, Invision®, Jensen®, Rosen Electronics, Audiovox®, Terk®, Acoustic Research®, Advent®, Code Alarm®, 808®, and Prestige®. International brands include Klipsch®, Jamo®, Energy®, Mirage®, Mac Audio®, Magnat®, Heco®, Schwaiger®, Oehlbach® and Incaar™. For more information, please visit voxxintl.com.
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